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MONTH'S LOAD OF MINES IN TWO NIGHTS

Bomber Command laid more mines in enemy waters last night than on any previous
single operation since the war began. In the last two nights our aircraft have laid
more mines than arc normally laid in a whole month.

Some of our aircraft flew 1,500 miles to the Baltic and back through intermittent
cloud and thunderstorms. Sparks flew off propeller tips and chunks of ice thumped on

fuselages.

So important is the Baltic traffic to the Germans that they put up many night
fighters in an effort to intercept our bombers, while flak ships guarded the areas

where the mines were to be laid. One aircraft was fired on by ton flak ships and

another crew said that the defences were as powerful as those on the way to Essen.

Sgt. Edward Robbins, the captain of a Lancaster, was caught in a cone of search-

lights as he passed over one of the Frisian Islands, "There seemed only one thing to do,"
he said, "and that was to shoot than out. My gunners fired right down a beam and I saw

the bullets hitting the projector. The searchlight went out. My front gunner 'sprayed'
another light ahead of us and the beam twirled away as if the crew had abandoned their

post and were running for cover."

Sgt. Fred Allcroft said the night was so dark and cloudy that although his aircraft

was flying close to the sea he caught only an occasional glimpse of the water. "A flak

ship suddenly opened up at us," he added, "and while I was taking evasive action we came

over a hotly defended area. I had to throw the aircraft about all over the place and it

took some time before we were on course again."

Lancaster K for Kitty also had a narrow escape. The bomber was suddenly lit up by
searchlights. Guns opened fire and although the flak was birrsting just in. front of the

nose and behind the tail, the crew of the Lancaster went on with their task.

"We were only a few feet above the sea," said the pilot, "and to yet away from Hie

flak I had to bank so steeply that one of my wings hit the water. The whole aircraft

shuddered. But what really put the wind up me, I think, was when I looked at my

altimeter and saw that the needle was pointing to minus 100 ft. When we landed at base

we found that two inches of the wing had been knocked clean off."

In one Lancaster squadron a bomber was holed in the fuselage and had a feed pipe
severed. Another had its rudder control rod damaged and a third its rear turret holed.

There is increasing evidence that these mine-laying operations in the Baltic arc a

serious handicap to the Germans. Their chief importance at the moment is that they

impede the flow of supplies and men to the Russian front. For nearly two years now the

Germans’ land communications there have been lengthening as they advanced into Russia,
and railway transport proved inadequate;

The Gormans have therefore turned increasingly to the sea route based on Stettin

and Rostock, both of which were heavily attacked ten days ago, while last night the attack

on communications took another form.

In two other ways these minelaying schemes interfere with the Germans. The Baltic

is an important training-area for the German navy, especially for U-boats. Their mine-

sweeping fleet is probably only large enough to deal with the mines laid on an ordinary
scale and last night’s very heavy load is therefore likely to hamper them seriously.

No less important is that minelaying can interrupt; the iron ore traffic, of which

Germany gets the bulk of her supplies from Sweden and Norway. The convoys from Narvik,
five to eight ships strong and heavily escorted, hug the Norwegian coast, go through the

Skagerrak and Cattergak, and thus by way of the Baltic and the Kiel Canal to Rotterdam,
where they are taken on to the Ruhr. The Swedish traffic starts from Lulea and also has

to go through the Kiel Canal, Minelaying has made the route so dangerous that the Swedes

are growing more and more reluctant to send their ships to Germany. So many vessels

have been lost on the Narvik route that Kaufmann, Hitler’s minister for shipping, visited

Norway recently to persuade the armed forces to be more economical in their use of shipping.


